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# HOPLOID ACQUAINTANCE
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Angela Mercedes Donna Otto
is a female freelance illustrator
and graphic designer from Berlin,
Germany.
After she graduated from her studies of communications and media
design in Germany and Austria,
she focused on illustration and
its relation to storytelling. Her
thesis “The inversion of the illustration process” was awarded
by the German Art Directors Club
in 2011 with gold.
She developed an indiviual style
through her working process and
technique, which is based on the
psychology of human perception.
Her distinct way of painting and
drawing is based on what her imagination allows her to see in tea,
juice and coffee splotches.

# APOPHENIC WORKING PROCESS

02

The way Angela works is based on
“apophenia”.
by

That´s

psychologists

a

to

term

used

describe

the

pursuit of the human mind to construct

meaning,

order

and

forms

even from chaotic structures - just
like seeing faces in the clouds.
First she prepares sheets of paper
with splotches of coffee, several
kinds of tea or juice to create those
patterns. Those form the visual origin
from which she creates her drawings.
Subsequently she elaborates an individual
looking
her

interpretation
characters

imagination

and

of

weird

sceneries

“detects”

in

the

coincidental blurs.
The motifs she finds in the visually
stimulant

material

are

extracted

from the patterns by drawing with
colored ink. Though they are carefully

worked

pictures

out

in

detail

her

provide a wide range of

interpretation, different approaches and scope to “see more”.

# THE WORLD THROUGH HOPLOID EYES

03

format
approx. 59cm × 80cm
= 23inch × 31.5inch
media
rose-hip tea,
coffee and coloured ink on paper

03

format
approx. 59cm × 80cm
= 23inch × 31.5inch
media
rose-hip tea, coffee and
coloured ink on paper

03

format
approx. 59cm × 80cm
= 23inch × 31.5inch
media
rose-hip tea,
coffee and coloured ink
on paper

03

format
42cm × 56,5cm
= 16.5inch × 22inch
media
carrot and beetroot juice,
rose-hip tea and coloured
ink on paper

03

format
40,5cm × 54cm = 16inch × 21.5inch
media
carrot juice, beetroot juice
and coloured ink on paper

03

format
42cm × 59,5cm = 16.5inch × 23.5inch
media
beetroot juice, rose-hip tea and
coloured ink on paper

03

format
39cm × 53,5cm = 15.5inch × 21inch
media
carrot juice, beetroot juice, rose-hip tea
and coloured ink on paper

03

format
42cm × 59,5cm = 16.5inch × 23.5inch
media
carrot juice, beetroot juice, rose-hip
tea and coloured ink on paper

03

female
age 28
original redhead
crossword puzzles
language

# A CLOSE ENCOUNTER OF THE HOPLOID KIND

real friends

04

fairytales
books
imaginary friends
mythology
icecream stracciatella
apophenic imagination
pristine preposterous mind
distinct fancifulness
benevolent soul
illustrative and graphical skills
adventurous mood
imaginative instinct
analogue and digital tools as ...
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# A CLOSE ENCOUNTER OF THE HOPLOID KIND
You got a quite unique style. How
would You describe this look to a
blind person? —— Oh, good question
... uhm, I´d say it´s a chaotic,
wild,
sometimes
very
crowded background of colorful blots
from which fantastic figures and
odd looking creatures arise. In
short, it´s a blotchy mess, but
in a beautiful way?!

Are You painting or drawing? —— One
could say doing the drippings on
paper is a painter´s technique
and the elaboration of themes
with quill and ink is a drawing
method. It combines both.

You are strictly working analog? ——
Oh no, absolutely not. Of course,
those illustrations You see, - I
like to leave them in the raw analog state. They have a quite nice
haptic texture and look even more
interesting in real life than
on screen. They lose these features, when scanned in or photographed. But when I integrate
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my illustrations into a layout or
graphic design or other product,
it´s modified digitally. Software
provides lots of opportunities to
work creatively, but sometimes we
enslave ourselves not taking the
chances of going off the beaten tracks. I think it´s a pity
people only working with analog
or only with digital media. We
should push that and combine and
intertwine the tools much more to
get new visual appealing results.

Do You see Yourself as an artist or
as an illustrator/graphic designer?
—— I studied communications and
media design. What You are after
graduation is mainly and hopefully a creatively, visually, esthetically sensitive person with
the ability of conceptual thinking, who provides a service. What
You learn from day one is that
You are definitely NOT an artist
- it was almost an insult being
called “artist”, when I studied.
... (laughs) ...

I felt that there were some implied
prejudices between the lines –
something like artists only “do
want they want, without following a concept” or “making something beautiful, but not necessarily good”. That´s absolutely
not true. In my opinion an artist has even more obligation to
contribute something important
to society, to criticize and reflect the circumstances. Although
he usually doesn´t have to meet
a clients expectations he´s got
to have a concept and has to take
full responsibility for what he´s
doing.

04

process in illustration, cause it
was leading from the visual stimuli to pictures that form a story
afterwards instead of starting
with a text or an idea being transcribed into a visual language,
being complemented with pictures.
So I had to develop a way to
generate picture from a sort of
randomness in the beginning. I
did the first illustrations from
coffee splotches then.

Another professor of mine put it
in a metaphor. He said “The designer and the artist may look
in different directions, but they
stand back to back.” That´s not
only a nicer, but also a much more
fitting way to describe it. But in
that image the illustrator can´t
win. He would stand in one and
look into the other direction with a broken spine. ... (smiles)
... I see myself a bit more in the
illustrator or graphic designer
department, just because my work
doesn´t have so much of a socio
critical aspect - ... yet! ...
(laughs) ... still it´s a creative

experiment on human perception my own AND the audience´s. It may
inspire people to see their environment with different eyes, to
sharpen their senses, not to take
everything for granted, to question their visual perception, to
slow down and discover their own
imagination ... stuff like that,
I don´t know.

How would You define Your style.
How did You develop it? —— It´s
still evolving. I think it started with my bachelor´s thesis. I
did this experiment, which inverted the conventional working

Are You afraid of someone copying
Your style? —— Actually no, because it is my subconscious mind
that brings up the pictures. Of
course, anybody can use coffee or
tea drippings for their work. But
nobody but me can draw from my subconscious or better said from what
my visual memory synthesizes. The
patterns are just a visual stimulus which evokes my fantasy to
create all those things. The motifs are like already “in there”.
Just like Michelangelo said that
he was just “freeing” the sculpture that is already in the marvel. Not to put myself on such a
level! Just to say I try to extract
what I feel is hiding in the stains.
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Do the creatures You “free” just jump up the page? —— Sometimes they do,
sometimes You need more time seeking for something. But, You know,
it´s in our behaviour, in our mind to construct our reality refering
to our experience and we really tend to see what we want to see. You
can easily practice that ability. It´s a dialog, a back and forth
matching process of optical impressions and visual experience – just
natural psychology of human perception.

So how many splotched paper do You have to prepare to get one You can
elaborate one of Your illustrations from? —— On some sheets You can immediately see a thing and another might seem useless at first sight.
You have to concentrate and give it a little time. But as perception
is very subjective and projective You´ll mostly find even more than
one “solution” to a sheet and have to make a decision which visual
answer You want to give.

Do You use anything that makes it easier for You to get into that mood of
perception? Like meditation, music or substances? —— ... (laughs) ... I
have to admit, I was waiting for that question! Many people asked
me that. I´m pretty sure a certain state of mind helps, but no,
never took any substances or got a special music or spiritual ritual that gets me into that mood. It´s flourishing when I´m relaxed, not distracted by schedules or anything and maybe even a bit
tired. That makes it easy for all of us to drift into imagination.
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Does Your “daily apophenia training” effect Your every day perception? How
do You see the world? —— I don´t know, ... I mean, we all have a very
different perception of reality. We are kind of ignorant to think
that our opponents have the same view of the world as we do. There
are so many aspects that influence and shape our way of experiencing
every day life. I think we are oblivious of how much this can differ.

Is the way You work a practicable technique when working for an agency
or client? —— Yes. Maybe it does seem too complex and time-consuming,
but – yeah, it can definitely be applied in that field. Just because
most people can´t imagine to use that technique in an aim-oriented
context, doesn´t mean it can´t be done. They try to pigeonhole it
into an arbitrary rather artistic way of generating something with a
very free approach. As I said, perception is projection and if You´re
“trained” to find something, it´s not that hard to look for something
that fits a certain theme or message. On the other hand it might need
a bit more trust in the creative on the client´s side and maybe a
not too narrow minded briefing. And if it still doesn´t work for the
client You can still switch to a more conventional approach relying
on Your confidence in Your own graphical competence and capability.
In that case one can resort to drawing skills that let´s say are more
“according to workmenship standard”.

You had some exhibitions. How do people respond to Your work? ——
uh, it´s fun seeing and listening to people discussing what I´m doing.
When they know how I work, most of them immediately jump into the game like seeing faces in the clouds, telling what THEY see and try to find
more in the patterns, like “Oh, I see more, I see an insect here or a
crocodile´s eye or a bird´s beak or a hand reaching out ... it can turn
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to a sort of big collective “Rorschach inkblot test” ... (laughs) ...
One guy told me “You know, I wanna be inside Your brain, when You do
this”, which is almost a bit intimidating ... (smiles) ... The nicest interpretation I´ve heard so far, was a guy who took a long while
looking at my pictures. He was sitting there for minutes without
talking, then he came up to me and said “I like Your art, it´s like
life: At first, when You´re close to it, all You see is a mess, it
seems brutal and ugly and disturbing, it´s chaos, but when You take a
step back You realize that it provides a bigger picture, suddenly it
makes sense and it´s actually very beautiful”. I was quite impressed
and I really like his understanding of my illustrations.

HOPLOID FACTS

05.1 ...

05/11

Her thesis „Inversion of the
illustration process“ is awarded
with a „golden nail“ at the ADC
(Art Director´s Club Germany)
Young Talent Award 2011

09/11

published in “sushi 13“
(publisher avedition)

12/10

published in professional journal “PAGE“
(print issue)
upcoming solo show
GALERIE CASPERS, Berlin (GER)

12/12

„libertas“ group show
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL Munich, Munich (GER)

05/12

„modern dopeness“ group show
HATCH Stickermuseum, Berlin (GER)

04/12

„.compressed“ group show and auction,
NEONCHOCOLATE GALLERY, Berlin (GER)

03/12

„Echt kurios“ Co-exhibition,
STAR GALLERY/Star Corporation, Stuttgart (GER)

02/12

„#10 Angela Mercedes Donna Otto“ solo show,
FORMA-T, Berlin (GER)

02/12

”... am Ende glücklich“ groupshow
FORMA-T, Berlin (GER)

12/11

”the sugar is high“ groupshow
NEONCHOCOLATE GALLERY, Berlin (GER)

11/11

”art in boxes“ groupshow
ABOUT GLAMOUR Gallery, New York (USA)

11/11

”ritter und ross“ Co-exhibitions
experimental Illustration + graphical art
at Graefestr. 80, Berlin (GER)

01/11+
06/11
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... AND FIGURES

05.2

since 10/10

working as a freelancer

09/10 		
		

Graduation Bachelor of Arts
in Arts and Design

09/07—09/10
		
		
		
		

Student Mediadesign
(Bachelor, from 3rd Semester on)
FH Vorarlberg
University of Applied Sciences,
Dornbirn (AT)

10/09—03/10
		
		

Intern
design and event buero
Kaluza+Schmid, Berlin

09/08—10/08
		
		

Intern
design buero
William Joseph, London (UK)

10/06—09/07
		
		
		
		

Student Communications Design
(Bachelor, up to 3rd Semester)
HTWG Konstanz
University of Applied Sciences,
Konstanz (GER)

09/05—09/06
		
		
		

Assistent to CEO
online newspaper/editorial department
Schwäbische Zeitung Online,
Ges.f.Multimedia mbH, Ulm (GER)

04/04—08/05
		
		
		

Departmental Assistent
online newspaper/editorial department
Schwäbische Zeitung Online,
Ges.f.Multimedia mbH, Ulm (GER)

10/03—03/04
		
		
		

Intern
online newspaper/editorial department
Schwäbische Zeitung Online,
Ges.f.Multimedia mbH, Ulm (GER)

07/2003
		
		

Abitur
(german university-entrance diploma)
Störck-Gymnasium, Bad Saulgau (GER)
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# HOPLOID STUDIO
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Finally a sneak peek behind the curtain and

right

into the middle of the hoploid chaos. A look into
the

hoploid

studio

−

a

landscape

of

colour-

ful splotches on heaps of paper. A little appetizer of what comes next and which creatures may
come

alive

and

free

themselves

from

the

paper.
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... and there is even more to discover visiting www.hoploid.com or connecting on one of the web profiles below ...

Zehdenicker Straße 20
10119 Berlin
Germany
+49 (0) 30 44 31 95 73
skype angela_otto
www.hoploid.com
yeeha@hoploid.com

To connect on one of these networks just click on the links ...
https://www.facebook.com/hoploid
http://www.behance.net/angela_m_d_otto
http://www.saatchionline.com/hoploid
http://society6.com/hoploidAngelaMercedesDonnaOtto
http://hoploid.tumblr.com/
http://designrelated.com/angela_m_d_otto
http://www.xing.com/profile/AngelaMercedesDonna_Otto

